Introduction.
It is well known (see Marden [l, p. 3] , Specht [4, p. 13], Ostrowski [2] ) that the zeros of a polynomial Yo a*z* vary continuously when all its coefficients, with the exception of an, are varied continuously.
The reason for this exception is that the situation is altered when the leading coefficient an takes the value 0. Theorem 1 is a formulation of a continuity principle where the leading coefficients are allowed to vanish and Theorems 3 and 4 apply this principle to the location of zeros of linear combinations of two polynomials. Theorem 4 improves on a recent result of Rubinstein [3] . Theorems 6 and 7 specify disks containing the zeros of a linear combination of a finite number of polynomials whose zeros lie in prescribed disks.
2. The continuity of zeros. The first theorem asserts that if the coefficients of a polynomial, some of whose leading coefficients are zero, are varied continuously, the existing zeros of the polynomial vary continuously whereas any new zeros emerge from a neighborhood of the point at infinity.
The coefficients of all polynomials in the following are complex numbers. Die, R) denotes the closed disk \z -c\ ^R.
Theorem
1. Given a polynomial pniz) = YôakZk, an9^0, an integer m^n and a number «>0, there exists a number S>0 such that whenever the m-\-l complex numbers bk, O^k^m, satisfy the inequalities (1) I i* -a* I <8 forO^k^n and, ifm>n, \bk\ <S for n+l^k^m, then the zeros ßk, l^k^m, of the polynomial qmiz) = Yo °kZk can be labeled in such a way as to satisfy with respect to the zeros ak, l^k^n, of pni¿) the inequalities D(ak, e), l^k^n, and Co is the boundary of D(0, 1/e), then let of the circles Ck, O^k^n, we deduce that each of the disks D(ak, e), l^kf^n, contains as many pYs as ak's, thus implying the first part of (2) , and that the disk D(0, 1/e) contains precisely n zeros of qm(z), which proves the second part of (2).
3. Linear combinations of two polynomials. Our purpose is to study the location of the zeros of the polynomial in z F(z, \)=pm(z) +~kqn(z) when it is known that the zeros of the polynomials pm(z) and qn(z) are, respectively, in the disks D(ci, Ri) and D(c2, R2) and X is a constant. The special case m = n was studied by Walsh [5] . We shall therefore assume for the moment m^n and return to the special case in §4. We first quote a theorem of Walsh Then Diai, rt) contains exactly n zeros of Giz, X) while the annulus r2 < | z | < r8 contains none.
III. If |X| =K, let r2 be the unique positive idouble) root of (4). Then at least n zeros of Giz, X) lie in Diai, r2), and at most n zeros lie in its interior.
Remark. It is easy to see that if for some yi > 0 we have A (yi) > 0, then ri<ji and if for some y2>0 we have 5(y2)>0, then r2<y2<r3. Therefore ri and r2 can be replaced by yi and y2, respectively, in Parts I and II of Theorem 3. This would result in a weaker but more convenient proposition.
Proof. I. The m zeros of Giz, 0) are all located at ai. According to Theorem 1, as we vary the values of the parameter continuously from 0 to X, the same number of zeros of Giz, X) will lie in a disk Diai, y), y > 0, unless at least one of the zeros, say z', has crossed the boundary \z -ai\ =y for some value X' of the parameter. But for such X' we have the inequality
Therefore if, for a fixed y, X satisfies the opposite inequality (6) y -I a I (y + | «2 -«i | )n > 0, smaller values of X will also satisfy (6) and thus the m zeros of Giz, X) are in the interior of Diai, y). Part I of our theorem follows from the observation that y>n implies (6).
II. Set p = 1 /X and Hiz, X) s G(z, X) /X = (z -a2) " +piz -ax) ». Again we observe that the n zeros of Hiz, 0) are all at «2-By Theorem 1, for sufficiently small values of p, the disk Dia2, y), y>0, would still contain exactly n zeros of Hiz, p), the remaining m -n zeros lying in a neighborhood of <x>. If for some value p' of the parameter, a zero, say z', of Hiz, p) is on the boundary of Z)(a2, y), we would have
iy + I «2 -ai | )"
Therefore, if for a fixed value of y, p satisfies the opposite inequality
smaller values of p will also satisfy (8), and thus Dia2, y) will contain precisely n zeros of Hiz, p), hence of G (z, X). Inequality (8) can be rewritten as Biy) > 0 and it is seen easily that ra <y <r» implies Biy) > 0
and Part II follows immediately.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use III. If |Xl =K, B(r2)=0 but for 0<y^r2, B(y)<0. However, if |X| >K (or fju| <1/K) we have r2 -I ß I (r2 + I a2 -o-i I ) > 0 which indicates that as the absolute value of the parameter grows from 0 to 1/K, the n zeros of H(z, 0) remain inside D(a2, r2) and the additional m -n zeros, which appear when ß^O, remain outside D(a2, r2). Only when | ju| reaches the value 1/K can some of the zeros of either group actually lie on the boundary of D(a2, r2). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
We now come to the main result of this section : (3) and (9) we see that since |a2-ai| ^ | c2 -Cj| +Ri+R2t
we have fitSpi. Similarly, comparing (4) with (10), we have r2-^p2^pi^ri.
To conclude the proof it is sufficient to refer to Theorem 3 and to note that D(au ri) ED(cu Ri+pi) and D(a2, r2) ED(c2, R2+pi) regardless of the exact location of ai and a2. 4 . Linear combinations of several polynomials. As mentioned earlier, the case m = n was studied by Walsh [5] who obtained the following result: where (-X)1/B takes all possible values. Any one of these n disks which is external to all others contains precisely one zero.
The methods used in §3 yield the following result which is also a corollary to Theorem 5 inasmuch as the disk in the corollary contains the n disks in the theorem :
Corollary.
With the notations of Theorem i,ifm = n and if | X| < 1, the zeros of Fiz, X) =/"(z)+Xg"(z) lie in the disk P(ci, i?i+pi), where Pi is the unique positive root of the equation Remark. A remark similar to the ones made following Theorems 3 and 4 can be made here : in the statement of Theorem 7 the roots p¿ could be replaced by numbers y,>0 for which ¿4j(y,)>0.
